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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There has been a major shift in educational learning goals—as seen most recently by Goal 4.7 of the Sustainable Development Goals—focused on global citizenship education and education for sustainable development. The shift concerns recognition of the need for education systems to equip learners with competencies such as problem solving, collaboration, critical thinking, and communication. The focus on these “21st century goals” is visible in education and curricular reform, and has been promoted by global discussion of changing work and societal needs. This paper describes global, regional, and national examples of this shift, and then focuses on implementation challenges. The paper focuses most explicitly on the issue of assessment but asserts that any major reform in an educational philosophy shift must ensure alignment across the areas of curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment.

The paper identifies several challenges to implementation of this educational shift. These include the need for clear understanding of the necessary skills—beyond mere identification of definition and description. This is essential if education systems are to reform curricula to integrate the new learning goals that the skills imply. A second challenge is the need for clear descriptions of what different levels of competencies in skills might look like. Although a few education systems have developed early frameworks which include increasing levels of competency, there are no generic examples that describe how some of these skills “progress.” Such descriptions would enable teachers to know what to reasonably expect of a child in the early years of elementary school versus of a child in later years in terms of collaborative behavior or critical thinking. A third challenge lies in the obstacles that these first two hurdles pose to the development of assessments of 21st century skills (21CS). Without an absolutely clear understanding of a learning domain, or “construct,” designing assessment frameworks and tasks are impossible. Without an understanding of what increasing levels of competency in a skill look like, it is not possible to draft the assessment tasks that will target different levels.

Educational assessment is both ubiquitous and unpopular. Despite increasing visibility of concepts such as “assessment for learning” or “formative assessment,” which describes the constructive use of assessment to inform teaching, the primary use of assessment by national education systems remains summative—for use in certification, identification of eligibility for education progress, and system accountability. The assessment of 21CS, still in its infancy, does not lend itself easily to the modes of assessment that typically populate summative assessment approaches.

The paper identifies possible assessment approaches, using examples to highlight effective strategies for assessment of the skills, while acknowledging the technical difficulties associated with “capture” of behaviors in scoring and reporting them. In order to appreciate the implications of the nature of the skills for assessment, Gulikers, Bastiaens, and Kirschner’s (2004) authenticity framework is used to evaluate the adequacy of specific assessment tools designed to measure these skills. This leads into a discussion of use of learning progressions both to model the development of complex skills, and as a scoring and reporting mechanism. Both expert-driven and empirical approaches to development of learning progressions are described, making clear that these progressions are central to moving the 21CS agenda forward.

A central issue in educational assessment concerns whether the same learning domain is being measured across the different populations where it may be administered. According to the vision of the Sustainable Development Goals, this means that all assessments should be appropriately targeted for different ability levels, and also for individuals from different cultures and sub-groups. Following a discussion of the cross-cultural issues relevant to assessment of 21CS, the paper looks at three countries—Australia, Kenya, and the Philippines—to identify how they are approaching the assessment and teaching of 21CS in their basic education sectors. The countries’ varied emphases on curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment are of particular interest as a majority of countries around the world explore how to approach these challenges. These examples lead to the conclusion that learning progression models are key to ensuring alignment through the education delivery system. This requires a great deal of research both in academia and in the basic education sector before comprehensive programs are put in place, but it is a start.
INTRODUCTION

The 21st century has introduced new imperatives into education practices, stimulated by increasing concern about global inequities and lack of fairness. As demonstrated first by the Millennium Development Goals, and currently by the Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2016), the concerns are about both access to education and quality of education. The 21st century policies about equity have consequences for how education systems must cater to all children and youth. Education systems need to provide educational experiences relevant to the 21st century world that youth face, and this means the introduction of new learning domains—domains that are characterized by transferable skills and competencies. Despite global, regional, and national aspirations toward a 21CS learning agenda, they are not yet translating into full-scale implementation at the school and classroom levels. In this paper, we briefly discuss the educational shift toward this agenda and what is needed to incorporate it within national education systems. We next focus on the overarching challenge of aligning curriculum, assessment, and pedagogy, and specifically, challenges including 1) understanding the nature of 21CS; 2) developing learning progressions of 21CS; and 3) designing appropriate and authentic assessment of 21CS.

The rapid changes we are experiencing globally, regionally, nationally, and locally are associated with increasing mechanization, and information generation and exchange. Hundreds of statements have been made over recent decades about changing landscapes (Schleicher, 2012) and each new era, such as the “New Industrial Revolution” or “New Information Age” (e.g., Anderson, 2012; Schmidt & Cohen, 2013). Although many of these identify the positive developments that these might foreshadow, many also identify concerns about the human element.

*Forget all the talk about machines taking over...What happens in the future is up to us." (Schmidt & Cohen, 2013)

*In the industrial age and in analog clocks, a minute is some portion of an hour which is some portion of a day. You know, in the digital age, a minute is just a number. It's just 3:23. It's almost this absolute duration that doesn't have a connection to where the sun is or where our day is." - Douglas Rushkoff

*Technology made large populations possible; large populations now make technology indispensable.*

Joseph Wood Krutch (1893-1970)

Education has become the main mechanism providing individuals with the knowledge, skills, and competencies needed by the society of the day but educational provision typically lags behind the emergence of need. Many authorities (Robinson & Aronica, 2015) who draw comparisons between classrooms of yesteryear and today, have pointed out the few changes in classroom design and management. However, notwithstanding use of images of teachers standing in a clearly instructional role and students passively taking in information, there is a wide range of changed practices in many classrooms. Unfortunately, these changed practices are inequitably distributed. The most inexperienced and newly qualified teachers are those who are sent to rural and remote regions; similarly, these regions are historically and currently the least resourced in terms of buildings and teaching aid infrastructure (e.g., Adedeji & Olaniyan, 2011; Monk, 2007). Therefore, some of the most needy students are the least well-provided for in education.

What knowledge, skills, and competencies are society demanding of citizens today? Although there are differences across national values, cultures, and socio-economic character—which mold country economic and education policy—there is a common drive for individuals who are literate and numerate, with knowledge of global societies, who understand the scientific principles that underlie how the physical world operates, and who have the competencies and skills to function adaptively and effectively within their immediate environments, globally, and virtually. The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2015), employer-relevant organizations such as the World Economic Forum (2016), and national education systems (Care, 2018a), have made statements to this effect in response to employer concerns about the competencies and characteristics that individuals bring to the workplace, to national concerns about the socio-economic issues facing societies and the economy, and to community concerns about youth preparedness to contribute to society. The consequence is a growing emphasis on the need for students to emerge from education with competencies beyond the knowledge accumulation that was highly valued in 20th century education.
## Table 1. Similarities across national key learning areas of selected countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Subjects</th>
<th>Cambodia</th>
<th>England</th>
<th>Namibia</th>
<th>Singapore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khmer Language</td>
<td>English Languages</td>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Social Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td>Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Education and Sports</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arts Education</td>
<td>Art and Design</td>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncommon Subjects</td>
<td>Health Education</td>
<td>Design and Technology</td>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>Life skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Life Skills</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Environmental Studies</td>
<td>Character and citizenship education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>studies</td>
<td>Values in Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Curriculum framework of</td>
<td>The national curriculum in England: Key</td>
<td>The National Curriculum for Basic Education</td>
<td>Primary School Curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>general education and</td>
<td>stages 1 and 2 framework document</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>technical education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Secondary</td>
<td>Common Subjects</td>
<td>English Languages</td>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>English Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khmer Language</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>Natural Sciences</td>
<td>Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Computing</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Computer Studies</td>
<td>Computer Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Studies</td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information and Communication</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Education and Sports</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arts Education</td>
<td>Art and Design</td>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Education</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Commerce</td>
<td>Food &amp; Consumer Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Life Skills</td>
<td>Citizenship</td>
<td></td>
<td>Design &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Design and Technology</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamentals of Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td></td>
<td>Life Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Curriculum framework of</td>
<td>The national curriculum in England: Key</td>
<td>The National Curriculum for Basic Education</td>
<td>Express Course Curriculum; Normal Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>general education and</td>
<td>stages 3 and 4 framework document</td>
<td></td>
<td>Curriculum; Normal Course Curriculum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>technical education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Through the late 1990s and particularly into the first two decades of this century, there have been thousands of articles, chapters, books, and blogs written about qualities needed for the 21st century. Google Scholar, at the time of writing, lists 1,070,000 references on “21st century skills” since 1997 alone. Currently, the majority of education systems structure their educational offerings by subject or discipline areas (such as language, mathematics, history, science, etc.) across grade levels (Table 1). This approach tends to be ubiquitous across both high functioning education systems, as identified by OECD Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) results, and those which do not achieve the same level of learning outcomes for their students.

EDUCATIONAL SHIFT TOWARDS A 21ST CENTURY SKILLS AGENDA

This is where the story starts

Beyond the core knowledge and concepts that a basic education provides, or that technical and vocational education within a formal education system provides, society demands that education systems equip graduating students with the ability to use and apply core knowledge and concepts. This would manifest through young people solving problems, communicating clearly, making evidence-based decisions, working together, and thinking creatively—all within the socio-cultural context of their societies. These competencies, combined with the attitudes, values, and ethics of their societies, have now become explicit aspirations of the formal education sector as illustrated by selected countries in Table 2. Aspirations do not vary greatly according to country educational achievement or economic income.

EDUCATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY – HOW IS IT DIFFERENT FROM THE 20TH CENTURY?

It's different by virtue of shifting learning goals; technologies that influence how we behave, perform, and produce; inclusion of students from populations not previously well represented; and globalization that affects some but not all learning environments. Assessment within the education provision in the 21st century is seen increasingly as playing a constructive role—supporting teaching and learning, and providing feedback to the education system about how it is performing.

Nearly all student information we collect, from which we infer student abilities, is derived from written output. For literacy and numeracy, this approach makes sense, since both the skill and outcome can be demonstrated in the same way as that in which the fully developed skill can typically be demonstrated. As interest has grown in competencies such as information communication technologies, we have again seen some convergence between the medium in which a competency is assessed and that in which it will typically be demonstrated—in rich digital environments, where interactivity and detailed behavioral actions can be captured and processed. Where do we go now, though, when education systems are increasingly geared toward the teaching and learning of processing skills and social skills? These are not easily sampled through pen and paper media.

---
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2 In this paper, basic education is defined as the core education offered by most countries from around 5-15 years of age, or from Grades 1-10.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission / Vision Statement</th>
<th>Mongolia</th>
<th>Portugal</th>
<th>Hong Kong</th>
<th>Finland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The vision of the program is to create a familial, educational, and social environment that enables every child to be creative, confident, decision-making, co-operative lifelong learners, and a citizen of national language, culture, and traditions. | MOE's vision for curriculum:  
- The construction of consciousness of personal and social identity;  
- The participation of civic life in free, responsible, solidary, and critical capacity;  
- Respect and value of diversity of individuals and groups' belongings and choices;  
- Valuing the different ways of knowing, communicating, and expression;  
- Development of aesthetic; Appreciation of the world;  
- Development of intellectual curiosity, taste for knowing, work, and study;  
- Construction of ecological conscience and valuing the preservation of natural and cultural goods;  
- Valuing relational dimensions of learning and of ethical principles that regulate the relationship with knowledge and with others. | The mission of the Education Bureau, The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region is: To enable every person to attain all-around development in the domains of ethics, intellect, physique, social skills, and aesthetics according to his/her own attributes so that he/she is capable of life-long learning, critical and exploratory thinking, innovating and adapting to change; filled with self-confidence and a team spirit; willing to put forward continuing effort for the prosperity, progress, freedom, and democracy of their society, and contribute to the future well-being of the nation and the world at large. | The purpose of education referred to in the Basic Education Act is to support pupils’ growth into humanity and into ethically responsible membership of society and to provide them with knowledge and skills needed in life. Furthermore, the aim of pre-primary education, as part of early childhood education, is to improve children's capacity for learning. |

| Source | Upright Mongolian Child National Program (in Mongolian) | National Curriculum for Basic Education: Essential Competencies | Basic Education Curriculum Guide | The Basic Education Act of Finland |
Is this a major shift?

Education systems are designed to meet the needs of society, although not always the needs of all within it. It has been widely assumed that students who progress successfully through a basic education system will emerge with competencies valued and needed by society. Dissatisfaction with the degree to which this goal is being achieved has contributed to education systems now being explicit about new learning domains and including them as specific goals of the education experience.

How do we refer to these new learning domains? Are they 21st century competencies or skills? Are they general capabilities, soft skills, life skills, or social-emotional skills? Or are they intra-personal and inter-personal skills? Are they global competences? Do they include values, attitudes, and ethics? Are these terms distinguishable from each other?

The term “21st century skills” has been interpreted in many ways, but is generally considered to denote a combination of skills that are important in a modern society and workforce (Ercikan & Oliveri, 2016). The terms “transferable” (UNESCO, 2012) or “transversal” (Care & Luo, 2016) competencies encompass some of the same skills that can be applied across multiple situations, in contrast to technical vocational skills which are specific to particular occupations. “Soft skills” is another term used in some regions; it is commonly understood to refer to a combination of interpersonal and intrapersonal skills, and may include emotional characteristics, attitudes, and values. In this paper, we are concerned with learnable and teachable competencies that have been identified by countries’ national education systems as part of their core aspirations. Although there is a diverse range of competencies identified by different education systems, they generally include skills such as critical thinking, collaboration, communication, problem solving, and digital literacy. For convenience, throughout this paper, we refer to these transferable or generalizable skills as 21CS. This is not to deny that other important skills that have traditionally been hallmarks of education systems are transferable—for example, literacy, and numeracy.

There are many reports that discuss the difficulties in terminology, labeling, and frameworks and structures. This paper is agnostic to the specific knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, and ethics (Binkley et al., 2012) that should be sought. It is similarly agnostic as to evaluation of particular frameworks or structures. (For review of frameworks, see Dede (2010) and current work being undertaken at Harvard [https://easel.gse.harvard.edu/taxonomy-project]). This paper is focused squarely on those competencies that are most frequently identified in the aspirations of national ministries of education, as found in a large-scale mapping of over 150 education systems (Care, Anderson & Kim, 2016).

Country emphasis on key 21CS

A large-scale mapping study of nations’ aspirations to equip students with these 21CS revealed how widespread the shift to their explicit identification has become (Care & Kim, 2018). Countries are broadening their educational provision beyond a sole focus on academic achievement. However, the degree to which aspirations have translated to implementation within education systems varies across countries. In the study, how far countries have moved toward implementation was explored through several indicators:

- Whether a country identified specific 21CS in their education mission, vision statements, or associated policy documents, such as national education plans;
- Whether a country identified specific 21CS within the curriculum;
- Whether a country described how 21CS develop and progress over time from basic to more complex forms and through the education levels.

Mission and vision statements, and associated national policy documents, portray a country’s educational aspirations for individual learners, or may reflect social and economic goals and national values. If specific competencies are identified, it suggests that governments value these. Within the curriculum, embedding the 21CS suggests intention to develop and teach these skills. But, beyond aspirations and intentions, countries need to move beyond surface recognition that 21CS increase in sophistication over the years of childhood and adolescence, to focus on description of their learning trajectories. This progress over time as students move through different education levels needs articulation in the same way as the more traditional skills such as literacy and numeracy do. This is essential for implementation—teaching of these skills in the classrooms—to occur.

Figure 1 shows findings from data across 152 countries, collected between May 2016 and August 2017. All data are sourced back to each country’s websites, or to multilateral organizations such as the Global Partnership in
Education, World Bank, and UNESCO IBE (all of which publish the data with direct permission from relevant governments). Of the 152 countries included in the data, 53 (35 percent) countries—including Spain, Morocco, Madagascar, and Dominican Republic—identified specific skills in their mission or vision statements and/or general policy documents but not in their curricula (although in some countries, curricula were unavailable online). Fifty-eight (38 percent) countries—including Chile, Norway, India, New Zealand, and Zambia—have specific skills embedded within their curricular documents but do not show evidence of progressions of skills. Only 17 (11 percent) countries—including Australia, Mexico, Singapore, Iceland, and United Arab Emirates—provide descriptions of how skills develop and progress over time, and across different educational levels. In 25 (16 percent) countries—including Iran, Russia, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Egypt—there was no evidence of the presence of any of the three indicators described above.

**Figure 1. Explicit identification of skills in national documents across 152 countries**

Communication, creativity, critical thinking, and problem solving were the four most frequently identified skills within national policy documents of the 152 countries (Figure 2). Other skills identified include information technology, social, and entrepreneurship skills—indicating that countries are explicitly identifying a wide range of skills beyond the academic.

Limitations in the study should be considered. Only publicly available information was collected, meaning that countries may have national policy documents that identify 21CS, but do not make these available online to the public (e.g., national curriculum may not be online), and/or the information available online may not be up to date. Nevertheless, countries globally are moving toward an explicit focus on equipping students with a broad range of skills. The key issue, made clear by the data, concerns how implementation is actually planned and structured.
Figure 2. Four most frequently identified skills in national policy documents

Regional level shift
Another set of studies, which has focused at a regional level on the shift to competencies, provides similar findings. The Asia-Pacific Education Research Institutes Network (ERI-Net) coordinated by UNESCO’s Education Bureau in Bangkok, undertook a series of three studies (UNESCO, 2015a, 2016a, 2016b) to explore how “transversal competencies” were being taken up by national systems. ERI-Net drew on a group of 10–11 countries, varying slightly across the studies. They included Australia, China (Shanghai; Beijing), Hong Kong SAR, India, Japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Mongolia, Thailand, Viet Nam, and the Philippines. These studies were followed by two additional UNESCO studies (Care & Luo, 2016; Care, Vista & Kim, 2018) implemented through the Network on Education Quality Monitoring in the Asia-Pacific (NEQMAP), which explored assessment of transversal competencies, and drew on these countries as well as Cambodia, Nepal, and Pakistan.

For the first study, a tentative framework was drafted to capture countries’ identification of the transversal competencies they valued. This first study highlighted the multiple rationales for the shift, taking into consideration personal, national, and global perspectives across economic, social, and humanitarian discourses. Notably, none of the participating countries mentioned acquisition of knowledge and “cognitive skills” as the primary goals of education. The most cited transversal competencies were critical, innovative, and reflective thinking; reasoned decision-making; communication; and collaboration (Figure 3). However, there were additional competencies that were unique to countries and which tended to be more strongly associated with attitudes, values, and ethics. The initial framework was modified accordingly for use in the subsequent studies (Table 3).
Figure 3. Number of countries and economies by skills and competencies

Table 3. ERI-Network definition of transversal competencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Examples of key skills, competencies, values, and attitudes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Critical and innovative thinking</td>
<td>Creativity, entrepreneurship, resourcefulness, application skills, reflective thinking, reasoned decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Interpersonal skills</td>
<td>Communication skills, organizational skills, teamwork, collaboration, sociability, collegiality, empathy, compassion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Intrapersonal skills</td>
<td>Self-discipline, ability to learn independently, flexibility and adaptability, self-awareness, perseverance, self-motivation, compassion, integrity, self-respect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Global citizenship</td>
<td>Awareness, tolerance, openness, responsibility, respect for diversity, ethical understanding, intercultural understanding, democratic participation, conflict resolution, respect for the environment, national identity, sense of belonging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Media and information literacy</td>
<td>Ability to obtain and analyse information through ICTs, ability to critically evaluate information and media content, ethical use of ICTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Others (e.g., physical health, religions)</td>
<td>Appreciation of healthy lifestyle, respect for religious values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notwithstanding educators’ strong endorsement of transversal competencies for holistic development (UNESCO, 2016b), valuing traditional pathways to academic excellence can pose challenges to implementation. The UNESCO studies (UNESCO, 2016b; Care & Luo, 2016) found that:

- Few professional development programs for teachers address the competencies, and those that do typically do not provide examples of classroom approaches to lesson planning and implementation;
- The competencies themselves are not well-defined or described, and how they are to be integrated within the curriculum is not clear;
- The tension between an examinations-focused system and whole child development is not addressed; and
- Assessment frameworks for the competencies, including standards and guidelines, are not available.

Additional sources of information about the global shift are reported by Siarova, Sternadel, and Mašídlauskaitė (2017) and Nusche (2016), drawing on country reports compiled on OECD countries and the European Commission’s Recommendation on Key Competences in 2006, and by the Partnership for 21st Century Learning initiative reflecting movement in the U.S. landscape. Nusche concluded that most European Union states had changed their primary and secondary curricula to reflect the complex competencies outlined in the European Commission’s Recommendation, as well as highlighted in UNESCO’s four “Pillars of Education”–learning to know, learning to do, learning to be, and learning to live together (DeLors Report, 1996).

From these global and regional studies, there is strong evidence of a widespread shift in national education aspirations toward explicit recognition of the value of 21CS. Although some global and national communities might still argue which 21CS are more valued than others, and how they might be classified or categorized, there is no question that governments have taken up the challenge to ensure that future students will be better equipped to cope effectively and constructively with the demands of our world.

The power of intergovernmental organization proclamations, such as Education For All and the Sustainable Development Goals, has been well recognized. Major initiatives have been mobilized to support equal and quality...
access to education for all. It has become clear that access to quality education in literacy and numeracy alone is not sufficient, a recognition endorsed through Sustainable Development Goal 4.7:

“by 2030 ensure all learners acquire knowledge and skills needed to promote sustainable development, including among others through education for sustainable development and sustainable lifestyles, human rights, gender equality, promotion of a culture of peace and non-violence, global citizenship, and appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development.” (UNESCO, 2015b)

Sustainable Development Goal 4 for quality education recognizes cognitive learning objectives, socio-emotional objectives, and behavioral learning objectives (UNESCO, 2017). Despite this recognition, a global mobilization of efforts to respond to the 21CS shift is non-existent, and individual countries struggle alone to plan the shift.

WHAT IS NEEDED TO INCORPORATE A 21CS AGENDA INTO AN EDUCATION DELIVERY SYSTEM?

When education goals reflect qualitatively different learning domains, and are mirrored in curriculum, identification of appropriate pedagogical strategies and assessment methods aligned with these different goals must be considered. Much has been written about the need for alignment of education’s three delivery mechanisms – curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment. The publication of Wyse, Hayward, and Pandya’s handbooks on Curriculum, Pedagogy, and Assessment (2016) is one explicit acknowledgement of the importance of the links among them. The goals of education are what shapes the three delivery mechanisms. Although alignment is critical, most research tends to treat them independently. There are thousands of studies that focus on curriculum, instructional practices, or assessment but few that consider their interaction. Of course, organizationally, many education systems are the largest public institution in a given country, and are structured in many diverse departments, units, and centers. Because of organizational dysfunction and lack of communication within such huge bureaucracies, current aid efforts are building stronger institutions that are transparent and accountable, such as Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Australia, and the World Bank. The separation of the different arms of education departments and ministries often follows not only the early childhood, elementary, and secondary divides, but also the education delivery divides of curriculum development and dissemination, learning delivery, and assessment. These institutional divides, although required for efficiency, frequently obstruct communications among these groups, and may be responsible for philosophy of education non-alignment. For a reform that seeks to implement qualitatively different education goals, like the 21CS shift, these divides are problematic.

Curriculum

Curricular reforms by countries in recent decades have mainly reflected a desire to move away from a relatively narrow set of cognitive skills and subject areas, responding formally to the desire to develop competencies that value the transformation and application of learning. Of course, there are also reforms that are locally stimulated,
such as introduction of mother tongue-based education in many countries. The use of the term “competencies” as a focal point for learning goals has led to a focus on student learning outcomes. In turn, this has required curriculum reform that identifies evidence-based behaviors and skills to demonstrate competence. The European Center for the Development of Vocational Training (CEDEFOP, 2012) has made clear that the design and delivery of outcomes-oriented curricula statements influence the teaching and learning process. In particular, CEDEFOP found that outcomes-oriented curricula promote learner-centered pedagogies because outcomes are measures of student learning. Similarly, many countries have adopted an Understanding by Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005) approach to their curriculum revision. This provides for an approach to curriculum that develops the education goals and then identifies the necessary precursors in terms of curricular detail. This is one aspect of alignment—to ensure that curricular goals are met by the curriculum content.

**Pedagogy**

Learner-centered pedagogies have represented a shift from focus on teacher delivery of the curriculum to the learning of the student. The rise of learner-centered and constructivist pedagogies can be seen in part as stimulated by inputs from psychologists about the nature of learning, particularly through organizations such as the American Psychological Association in the 1990s (e.g., APA, 1997; Alexander & Murphy, 1998). Focus on the learner draws on information processing models, as well as acknowledgement of the role of motivation in learning (e.g., Eccles & Wigfield, 2002). Acceptance of information processing models in particular is relevant to the learning of 21CS. Deconstruction of complex skills into their contributing processes provides a learning pathway or roadmap to skills acquisition. Constructivist pedagogies also focus on students’ active engagement in learning and construction of knowledge—these approaches emphasize exploration and discovery, and focus on processes. A shift from traditional pedagogies that highlight content, structure, and information acquisition to learner-centered and constructivist pedagogies represents a necessary alignment with the nature of 21CS learning goals.

**Assessment**

Through the last century, education assessment was traditionally guided by curricular goals and by norm-referenced practices. The majority of testing in classrooms was designed to identify student acquisition of content, and the ability to demonstrate this acquisition. This summative function of assessment has provided the means by which students can gain access to additional years of education and training. A similar mode of assessment has been used for system evaluation purposes. In recent decades, the function of assessment has been extended to its use to guide teaching—a formative function (Black & Wiliam, 1998). This approach requires assessment to generate more descriptive information, and is well-aligned with a 21CS teaching and learning goal.

**Knowledge of the learning goals**

Alignment across the curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment assumes knowledge of the learning goals. However, for 21CS, learning goals explicated in the form of complex competencies present challenges such as identifying specific grade-level expectations for students. Subject-based curricula are familiar to educators, both the curriculum writers and teachers. Amendment of these curricula according to differing views about approaches to history, for example, or to stay up to date with scientific principles and knowledge, has been a relatively straightforward process. Where the learning goals are not so familiar, as in the case of 21CS, the process becomes problematic. Although it might be accepted that 21CS are important, there is no body of research curriculum writers can refer to that helps them identify what levels of 21CS should reasonably be expected at different stages in the formal education process. What level of problem solving capability or collaborative capabilities should be expected of students at different grades or ages, for example? How to establish education standards—what students should know and be able to do—in the absence of a long history of teaching and learning these competencies is a hurdle to curriculum development and assessment. Although the logic of standards-based systems is straightforward, it is dependent on comprehensive knowledge about the content and skills to be acquired.

“Standards define the knowledge and skills—competences—students are expected to have attained at different stages of education. The curriculum covers the objectives identified in standards, and student assessments and school evaluations focus on attainment of standards.” (Looney, 2011)
What are challenges to incorporating a 21CS agenda?

Historically, the majority of education systems have relied on a content and knowledge-based approach to teaching and learning, with the emphasis on memorizing and recalling facts. The focus has been on academic disciplines—language, mathematics, natural sciences, and history—together with art, music, and physical education. Although religious and humanist values over the centuries (before the call for universal education) might have called for morality, character, and social values, the reality is that in the elementary and lower-secondary school years, information acquisition has been valued. This has been demonstrated through tests and examinations practices, which tend to reward correct answers. Classroom pedagogical practices have been aligned with these goals—focused on presentation of knowledge to students, strategies to aid memorization and storage of knowledge, and exercises to aid in representation of the information on demand and in specific ways. As students progress through the education system, fluency in application of abstract, routine skills becomes more visible, but application of strategies in dynamic situations where standard approaches might not be viable remains invisible.

Facts are the constants in learning. Regardless of environment, the answer to a knowledge question remains the same. This has implications for how it can be taught and learned, and an important characteristic is the dichotomization of identification of true or false, correct, and incorrect. Transferable skills, however, are dynamic—they are fluid and take different forms. They are brought to bear to manipulate facts, and to build new knowledge, relationships, objects, and understandings. How skills manifest is therefore dependent on situational factors. These skills are about applications in different contexts and environments, and in response to different stimulus situations. The skills are about adaptability. These two very different sets of learning goals—content and skills—in education require different teaching and learning strategies to facilitate their acquisition. The increased valuing of 21CS therefore has major implications for education system infrastructure. Different learning domains demand different instructional approaches. History is not taught in the same way as drama; science is not taught in the same way as a sport. And of course, the different instructional strategies that are demanded by the different learning goals need to be aligned with different assessment strategies—some learning domains can be assessed appropriately using pen and paper tests, others require different approaches.

The Care et al. (2016) mapping of nations’ vision statements and associated curricular information revealed that the vast majority of countries that identified 21CS in their statements did not describe notions of increasing competence. Although in part this is presumed due to some countries not uploading this information for public access, there remains a gap between statement of aspiration and evidence indicating that different levels of these skills have been recognized as a core component of the curricular shift. We offer three challenges to incorporating a 21CS agenda into education systems.

**CHALLENGE 1: UNDERSTANDING THE NATURE OF 21CS**

The lack of knowledge about 21CS domains is our first challenge to teaching and assessment of 21CS. This has implications for how curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment play out in the classroom. Identifying, defining, and describing a learning domain must precede exploration of how to integrate it into a learning system. The education system’s learning goals are typically deconstructed into learning objectives—what is the expectation of what students will know or can do when they have completed a particular unit, module, or topic? The teacher then considers what kinds of activities might be used to teach the objectives and what will reinforce them. This identification of activities or tasks is an essential step to reveal whether the students have achieved the objectives, or where they are along the path to achievement. To be able to implement this process, in-depth knowledge of the learning domain is a pre-requisite—for the teacher, the assessment developer, and the curriculum designer.

How can we not know about a learning domain? The answer lies in the fact that although we can identify a skill when we see it—for example a person typing—the components that underlie this are not seen. We have “constructed” a belief that there are underlying mechanisms which account for display of skills in different ways, situations, and levels of quality. Defining the construct is the first order of business. Is typing defined by being able to type 300 words a minute? What about the accuracy of that typing, and the grammatical correctness of the typing? These are all part of typing skills. Our business is to hypothesize the full nature of a skill (or construct), linking empirical evidence to it by recognizing behaviors demonstrated across multiple occasions and situations. Although there is substantial research evidence around identifying the subskills underlying particular 21CS: 1) there is not an adequate body of research that focuses on how these subskills interact and develop (e.g., Reimers & Chung, 2016); and 2) much of the research lies in academic literature focused on psychological issues rather than within the context of education systems (Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012).
Notwithstanding that education research linking theories of development to teaching and learning of 21CS in the classroom might be scarce, we describe some general understandings—informed by theory and research across a variety of skills—of three 21CS frequently identified by national education systems, including collaboration, critical thinking, and problem solving (Care & Kim, 2018).

Collaboration
Collaboration has been described as a learning skill (Partnership for 21st Century Learning, 2015), an interpersonal skill (National Research Council, 2011), a way of working (ATC21S, 2014); and a way to learn about how individuals think (Enyedy & Stevens, 2014). There is agreement that collaboration is a key skill that improves student learning in school, performance at work, and throughout one’s personal life (Lai & Viering, 2012). Collaboration builds on effective communication skills by inserting these into interpersonal situations (Greenstein, 2012). Collaboration occurs when meeting a goal requires more than what any one individual is able to manage alone and needs to pool resources with others. Collaboration therefore involves a construction of shared meaning that involves an iterative cycle of sharing, confirming, repairing conceptions, and managing the task at hand (Roschelle & Teasley, 1995). Primary dimensions of collaboration are social interdependence, interpersonal skills, and task-related processes. Specifically, collaboration includes knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Binkley et al., 2012; Child & Shaw, 2016; Greenstein, 2012; Partnership for 21st Century Learning, 2015) such as:

- Interacting effectively with others and having meaningful conversations;
- Knowing when it is appropriate to listen or to speak (social regulation);
- Working effectively in diverse teams (e.g., conflict resolution and team management);
- Introducing new ideas and sharing of resources;
- Exercising flexibility and willingness to be helpful in making necessary compromises to accomplish a common goal;
- Assuming shared responsibility for team work;
- Perspective taking; and
- Valuing the individual contributions made by each team member.

Critical thinking
Critical thinking is intentional, goal-directed, and reflective (Lewis & Smith, 1993). It comprises mental processes, strategies, and representations that are used to evaluate, make judgments, and learn new concepts (Sternberg, 1986). Critical thinking also involves evaluating the thinking process (Halpern, 1998). Critical thinking is not a developmental phenomenon where a sequence of competencies emerges at certain ages, but rather a progression in which the constituent processes become more coordinated and sophisticated over time (Kuhn, 1989). In general, critical thinking involves both non-executive and executive processes, but much of the focus has been on metacomponents—or the higher order executive processes used to plan, monitor, and evaluate (Sternberg, 1986). These metacomponents can be further broken down into three broad categories: metacognitive, metastrategic, and epistemological (Kuhn, 1999). Metacognitive knowing has to do with declarative knowledge—“what do I know?” Metastrategic knowing has to do with procedural knowing—“how do I know it?” Epistemological knowing has to do with a broader understanding of knowing and knowledge—“how does anyone know?” and “what do I know about my own knowing?” Figure 4 shows the three categories of metacomponents and their subcomponents as they relate to critical thinking processes.
Specifically, critical thinking consists of a complex set (Binkley et al., 2012; Willingham, 2007) of attitudes and dispositions, and thinking skills, such as:

- Willingness to engage in and persist at a complex task;
- Flexibility and open-mindedness;
- Willingness to abandon non-productive strategies in an attempt to self-correct;
- Verbal reasoning;
- Argument analysis;
- Hypothesizing and undertaking a systematic process to check evidence;
- Estimating likelihood and uncertainty; and
- Decision-making.

**Problem solving**

Real-world problems and goals are rarely well identified, and the information relevant to them is equally unclear. Problem solving is the basic cognitive process for identifying the nature of problems, assessing different options, and making informed choices when there is no clear or routine solution (Greenstein, 2012; Mayer, 2013). Problem solving requires acquiring and evaluating information to solve different kinds of complex, and sometimes non-familiar problems in both conventional and innovative ways. There are many frameworks that identify approaches to problem solving—the OECD (2013a) approach was mentioned earlier in this paper. Most frameworks include processes such as describing the problem, gathering information, and considering multiple perspectives; identifying gaps, generating hypotheses, and developing procedures to test these evaluating outcomes; and reviewing. There are many similarities between critical thinking and problem solving, with the most salient difference being the
existence of a problem as the structuring element for problem solving. This goal directedness provides an organizing feature for the sets of processes that are brought to bear.

Greenstein (2012), who provides guidance in assessment of 21CS for teachers, outlines steps in problem solving useful for classroom implementation. Each step includes several components which enable five main processes:

1. Understand the problem
2. Brainstorm all possible solutions
3. Devise a plan
4. Carry out the plan
5. Evaluate the results

Despite the fact that these domains are known and relatively well-described, there is still a lack of understanding as to how they manifest at different levels of competency. In other words, unlike literacy and numeracy, learning progressions of these skills, which provide comprehensive descriptions of how the skills develop from basic to sophisticated forms, are not in evidence. This has major implications for teaching and assessment, and brings us to the second challenge of incorporating a 21CS agenda as a major challenge for countries around the world.

**CHALLENGE 2: DEVELOPING LEARNING PROGRESSIONS FOR 21CS**

Development of skills implies a process through which increasingly complex applications of skills are gradually acquired and demonstrated. Some curricular domains present content in successive grade levels that are not heavily contingent on previous grade level studies—for example, Indonesian history versus the history of Yugoslavia (although ideally there is a gradual acquisition of historiography through the grades). In the case of 21CS, acquisition of increasing competency presumes acquisition of sets of processes that build on each other.

Historical approaches to understanding skills developments include those of Bloom and colleagues, and Biggs and colleagues. One widely used approach to cognitive skills development, created by Bloom and Krathwohl (1956), has been used since the mid-1950s. Later revised by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), and with inclusion of the affective domain, these taxonomies have heavily influenced teaching and learning. Rather than differentiating between successively more sophisticated skills, Bloom’s taxonomy defines complexity through identification of different actual skills, each of which is viewed as successively more difficult, and builds on previous acquisition. This approach is associated with concepts of developmental stages rather than with a gradual and progressive acquisition of increasingly sophisticated competencies. A somewhat similar approach that identifies sets of processes as denoting different developmental ways of thinking, as opposed to gradual development and sophistication of contributing dimensions, is the “Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome” (SOLO; Biggs & Collis, 1982) taxonomy. Conceived as a way of classifying learning outcomes in terms of their complexity, the taxonomy has been used to design assessment tasks, and adopted as an approach to the identification of higher order learning. Primarily a cognitive task-approach strategy, SOLO is not dissimilar from Bloom’s (1956) approach in focusing on cognitive strategies—as opposed to skills development.

**Why are learning progressions important for 21CS agenda?**

The use of developmental continua, or learning progressions, has become increasingly evident over the past 20 years. They are used in many countries to provide guidelines for teachers and students to understand the processes of learning in particular domains by identifying appropriate competency levels and reasonable aspirations for students at different grade or age levels. Not only do they underlie curricula, but they are used as frameworks to locate assessment tasks that sample student skills at increasingly difficult levels of complexity or sophistication. Setting standards and developing assessment tasks, however, requires evidence of what can reasonably be achieved at these levels.

Popham (2007) provides a specific example:

“A learning progression is a carefully sequenced set of building blocks that students must master en route to mastering a more distant curricular aim. These building blocks consist of subskills and bodies of enabling knowledge. To illustrate, if a curricular aim calls for students to become skilled writers of persuasive essays, a learning progression for this aim might include a subskill that requires students to be able to craft supporting arguments for a given position. To master this subskill, students might need bodies of knowledge that enable them to understand certain spelling and punctuation rules or to use specific vocabulary—for example, sound, valid, and justifiable—associated with argumentation. The complete learning progression for a persuasive writing skill might include a half dozen subskills.” (p. 83)
Although such evidence is available for traditional learning domains, we do not have similar evidence around what is reasonable for 21CS. This, of course, has implications for curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment of 21CS. Standards and curricula are often prioritized in educational documentation, but it is the students’ progress toward the standards and meeting the learning goals that is important. While learning standards describe what students should have learned by a specific stage in their education, learning progressions provide a way of thinking about how students can meet those standards, with appropriate instruction. Heritage (2008) refers to “sequence,” “continuity,” and “coherence” as implicit in the notion of learning progression. In other words, empirical learning progressions which are based on evidence describe the sequence of successively more complex processes and their demonstrations that contribute to mastering and applying a particular skill. In this way, learning progressions reflect typical trajectories of specified learning domains that describe how skills or concepts might be demonstrated, both in their early forms and in increasingly advanced forms.

Furthermore, in order to design and develop assessment tools, it is necessary to identify the behaviors that relate to the learning domain of interest. Similarly, teachers need to be able to identify behaviors that indicate differing levels of skill or knowledge if they are to teach at the appropriate levels of challenge. This means that they need to have access to descriptions of how skills progress over time so that they can design classroom tasks that are within the zone of proximal development for their students. The zone of proximal development is a concept created by Vygotsky (1978) that indicates when a skill can be used with the help of another person but not yet independently so it indicates a “readiness to learn.” Children need to be taught at a level of difficulty where they are moving from the familiar to the unfamiliar, or the known to the unknown, from guided learning to independence. Using this pedagogical idea, teachers can support, or “scaffold” the learning of their students.

The identification of a general sequence in learning comes from multiple sources. From what we observe in early skills development, in children around us and from our own experience, we hypothesize a sequence in development or learning. In order to confirm that what we observe is a sequence true of most, we gather data from large and varied populations. Then, we confirm or adjust our understanding of the sequence. A scientific approach includes the conscious process of hypothesizing the phenomenon, followed by collection of data to identify the degree of fit to the theory. In practice, many learning progressions have emerged from a more historical approach due to common knowledge about learning sequences. Where particular learning domains have not been highly valued, as with 21CS, we lack some of this common knowledge, and the scientific tradition in confirming its validity has not been widely followed. Quite apart from developing learning progressions, however, is the challenge of designing and developing assessments of 21CS that are able to capture the social and cognitive capacities that underlie constructs such as collaboration, critical thinking, and problem solving.

**CHALLENGE 3: DESIGNING APPROPRIATE AND AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT OF 21CS**

Assessment in formal education systems is primarily undertaken through written work. Although there has been some movement toward diverse forms of assessment, exemplified by open-ended activities such as projects, presentations, and portfolios, the majority of classroom assessment and national or large-scale examinations remains relatively narrow in scope and form. A concern for 21CS is the degree to which traditional forms of assessment are adequate for the capture and reporting of students’ proficiencies. With curricula typically the first focus of an education reform, assessment tends to lag behind. The risk is therefore lack of alignment between curriculum and assessment, both at classroom and national levels (Care, 2018b), leading to potential confusion throughout the system about what is actually valued.

The overriding question that guides assessment is “what do we want to know?” The answer to this question directs all subsidiary questions—concerning what is assessed, how it is assessed, and how it is reported and used. What do teachers, governments, non-government organizations, and researchers each want or need to know? Putting aside the matter of certification, assessment can provide information to inform improvement. The latter can be experienced directly by students in their current classrooms, or indirectly through improvements emanating from system responses. Typically, assessments are categorized across classroom, national, and international levels. And these different destinations for student assessment results influence the style and mode of the assessment.

Major functions of assessment are:

- to inform teaching and learning at the individual student level;
- to provide information from large-scale assessment programs for use at system evaluation, accountability, and policy level; and
• to use data to “select out,” or qualify, students for further education, training, and development opportunities.

In the case of 21CS, none of these major functions are currently widely fulfilled. As discussed, our lack of knowledge of 21CS learning domains, and the very nature of those domains pose major challenges regarding how to integrate the skills into curriculum, how to teach through appropriate pedagogical strategies, and how to assess them.

The question “what do we want to know?” also directs us to think about the nature of what is to be assessed. The great challenge in measurement of most human social and cognitive capacities is that the underlying ability that predicts how each of us behave and can perform is itself unseen. This underlying ability, or construct, is what we need to understand. Because we cannot measure the generic ability directly, constructs such as problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration, and communication, are measured through tools that are designed to capture indicators of these skills. The issue, however, is that the majority of current assessment practices rely on traditional formats, such as multiple choice, true/false, close-ended responses, and rating scales that limit what can be captured. These formats may be appropriate for evaluating rote knowledge, such as a basic numeracy question like “what is the area of the rectangle?” or perceptions, such as self-reporting on statements like “I am a good communicator.” These types of questions do not capture the processes that underlie the complex skillsets, which need to be stimulated and elicited, modeled and demonstrated, and applied to novel situations. One way to approach this challenge is to focus on the concept of authenticity—the degree to which assessment tasks resemble real-world tasks along a number of dimensions and provides evidence of what students can do (e.g., Mueller, 2005; Whitlock & Navanati, 2013; Wiggins, 1989).

The premise for good assessment is that it captures valid indicators of the target construct. A “valid indicator” can be a behavior, a performance, or a product that is believed to “indicate” or demonstrate the underlying competency that we believe exists. To stimulate the behaviors from which these indicators can be captured, the assessment design must mirror the real-life demands of a situation that would provoke those behaviors (Care et al., 2016). This authenticity in terms of the stimulus situation does not guarantee validity of the assessment for the particular purpose for which it is being used, but does contribute to it. Since many 21CS are seen only through behaviors, as opposed to something that can be written, the challenge is both to capture the behavior and accurately interpret it as demonstrating the 21CS of interest. The direct link between competence and indicator that can be seen in a written task that is designed to assess writing ability for example, is not possible in this more challenging 21CS environment. Pellegrino, DiBello, and Goldman (2016) speak to this point: “an assessment is a tool designed to observe students’ behavior and produce data that can be used to draw reasonable inferences about what students know” (p. 5), although in the case of 21CS, it must be extended to ‘what students can do, say and make.’ Gulikers, Bastiaens, and Kirschner (2004) take the position that level of authenticity is determined by degree of similarity to the criterion situation.

Specifically, Gulikers et al. (2004) five dimensions of authentic assessment are:

1. An authentic task presents as a set of activities that emulate professional practice;
2. The physical context reflects the way the competencies will be applied in professional practice;
3. The social processes (if these are relevant) reflect those applied in the real situation;
4. The product or performance mirrors a real life one, permits inferences about the underlying construct, includes multiple indicators, and is available to others for review; and
5. Criteria identify what is valued, and standards indicate levels of expected performance.

These dimensions are the ideal, and tasks can vary in degree of authenticity within and across these five dimensions. In terms of an education context, this needs to be mediated by the fact that early acquisition and demonstration of skills might not look strongly similar to the mature skills that need to be brought to bear to a real-world scenario. Assessment tasks need to be designed that can capture the earlier manifestations as well as the mature skills—hence the need to have a well-hypothesized learning trajectory, or progression, of the skill.

The descriptions of problem solving, critical thinking and collaboration6 earlier in this paper provide some guidelines (Table 4) to design of tasks for 21CS such as these.

---

6 For collaboration guidelines include suggestions modified from Child & Shaw, 2016
Table 4. Assessment strategies for problem solving, critical thinking, and collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21CS</th>
<th>Recommended task strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td>• Tasks that require students to take different perspectives on an issue than the one presented; this is in contrast to where concepts or problems tend to be conceptualized from just one angle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasks that require students to identify the types of information needed to bring to a particular problem scenario; students need to understand the “problem space” and what objects, individuals, or concepts are relevant to that space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasks that challenge students to explore multiple routes to problem solution; this requires students to hypothesize, to check, to iterate, and to review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical thinking</td>
<td>• Tasks that require students to identify similarity of structural features. Students are stimulated to organize the information they have, classify or categorize it, and evaluate common characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasks that require representing concepts or arguments through alternate media such as diagrams and text. Students need to understand the concepts or arguments in order to conceive of different ways of communicating that information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tasks that require students to identify missing or alternative components and to provide rationale. This prompts the student to think logically as well as hypothesize associations between components within a model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>• Complexity and lack of definition - tasks should be designed so that they are open-ended with more than one plausible solution. They should be created such that a single member of a group is unable to complete independently, in order to ensure that group members must share the cognitive and social load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Group dynamics prompt negotiation - group characteristics, such as the size and composition of a group (Dillenbourg, 1999) may influence how students interact and engage in the collaborative process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Group motivation - the task and group dynamic should be motivating. This is related to social interdependence, where group members may be more likely to be accountable, productive, and collaborative when group members want to work together.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These task types can relatively easily be integrated into assessments of key learning areas, whether mathematics, geography, or graphic design, for example. An important aspect of such use, however, is how to reward innovative responses that demonstrate skills proficiency. To do so would require application of some of the scoring mechanisms used for creativity, or scoring according to rubrics that reflect valuing of divergent responses. Since display of these skills may consist of exploratory behaviors rather than focus only on correct solutions, either open-ended response items or very well-structured and sophisticated tasks are most suited to their capture, recording, coding, and scoring. Evaluating the quality of responses to open-ended questions is the most technically difficult challenge. Analyses of OECD large-scale data have been exploring the characteristics of student problem solving responses in order to identify viable alternatives to correct solutions as measures of achievement in, for example, problem solving (e.g., Ramalingam & Adams, 2018). Another technical challenge lies in identification of individual competencies in group-based tasks, since individual demonstration may be dependent on the level of competence of other group members and the quality of the interaction. Although in a research context such elements can be controlled for, use in a real classroom climate makes evaluating individual performance difficult. Equally, attempts to attribute group level evaluations can lead to inaccurate evaluation of the individual. Solutions include the design of tasks that isolate particular types of contributions/activities to particular individuals, and rotation of these individuals across the different types of contributions/activities.

The vast majority of large-scale tests, at national, regional, and international levels tend to use formats that are easy to code and score at large-scale, and in turn, these formats are not those that provide for capture of non-
routine skills, such as those we are seeking. Nusche (2016) presented information drawn from an OECD review of testing formats used in the national assessments of 27 countries. The most common formats were multiple choice, closed format short-answer questions, and open-ended writing tasks and calculations—with very few that relied on performance or orally-based tasks, in the main due to the exigencies and economies of scoring. Of course, the vast majority of these national assessments are targeting literacy, numeracy, and key learning domain areas—all of which have traditionally and predominantly used closed-format responses effectively. As the world turns to assessment of 21CS, the issue not only of item format, but also how to capture processes, confronts us.

Rather than restricting the discussion to the theoretical, we present a small number of tools designed to assess the three competencies already discussed in this paper—problem solving, critical thinking, and collaboration—to illustrate the concept of authenticity. Based on the work undertaken by Care and Kim (2018) and Kim and Care (2017), we examine the degree of authenticity of tools using Gulikers et al.’s (2004) general framework, keeping in mind the challenges to 21CS assessment that we have identified. Table 5 shows the assessment tools along the dimensions of authenticity. For a more extensive discussion, please see Care and Kim (2018) and Kim and Care (2017).

Problem solving is perhaps the most thoroughly researched of those generalizable skills that are explicitly valued in our education systems. The four sets of processes: exploring and understanding; representing and formulating; planning and executing; and monitoring and reflecting represent a very strong theoretical and practical approach to skills. To this extent, for problem solving, the first challenge—lack of familiarity with 21CS—is not as big of a problem as for other 21CS. Although much of the research has focussed on problem solving in mathematics and sciences, most recent large-scale assessment of problem solving has extended its reach, for example with PISA 2012 problem solving assessment tasks (OECD, 2013b). Through everyday situations, across a wide range of contexts, the PISA 2012 Problem Solving computer-delivered assessment is designed to assess “an individual’s capacity to engage in cognitive processing to understand and resolve problem situations where a method of solution is not immediately obvious” (OECD, 2013b, p. 4).

One item from the PISA 2012 field trial, MP3 Player, is examined in terms of the five dimensions of authenticity. This item is an interactive problem situation, in which students are able to explore, control, hypothesize, test, and analyze within a simulated environment. Specifically, students are told that they need to find out how to work an MP3 Player by interacting with the device. Then, they are asked to decide whether statements (e.g., “you have to set the volume before you can set the bass level”) about the MP3 player are true or false. These statements are intended to scaffold the students in exploring the system, so that they can perform the next task (e.g., “Set the MP3 player to Rock, Volume 4, Bass 2. Do this using as few clicks as possible. There is no RESET button.”) In the third item, students are provided four screens and have to choose which screen shows the MP3 player working properly. Finally, students are asked to describe how they could change the way the MP3 player works, so that that there is no need to have a particular button.

Table 5 summarizes the degree of authenticity in each of the five dimensions. In general, the assessment task resembles a situation that students could encounter in the real-world—one where they would have to figure out how to work an unfamiliar equipment or machine—and provides opportunities for unrestricted exploration, as one might have in similar situations. However, some aspects of the task, such as the assessment result (e.g., multiple choice and true/false) may not necessarily mirror a situation one might encounter in the real-world. Notably, quite apart from identifying final solutions, the benefit of the online platform in PISA 2012 (and also in PISA 2015 and 2018) is that the online data capture provides a repository of all actions taken by the student such that some of the cognitive processes can be analyzed in order to understand better how individuals go about problem solving.
Table 5. Examining 21CS Assessment Tools across five dimensions of authenticity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of Authenticity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>PISA 2012 Problem Solving Assessment&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>SimScientists Grassland-Food Web&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>PISA 2015 Collaborative Problem-Solving Assessment&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Task</td>
<td>Tasks resemble those carried out in the real-world with respect to the integration of knowledge, skills, and attitudes; and task complexity, relevance, and ownership.</td>
<td>Tasks require student to figure out how the MP3 player works. The underlying processes of exploring and understanding, planning and executing, representing and formulating, and monitoring and reflecting are needed to solve the problem.</td>
<td>Student is guided through a simulated environment and learns about the food web. Processes such as drawing warranted conclusions, evaluating information, and integrating knowledge are needed to complete the task.</td>
<td>Tasks require the student and a computer agent to work together to find the optimal conditions for fish living in an aquarium. The processes of exploring and understanding, representing and formulating, planning and executing, consensus-building, and decision-making are needed to solve the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical or Virtual Context</td>
<td>Reflects the way competencies will be used in professional practice. Number and kinds of resources and amount of time should also resemble those available in criterion situation.</td>
<td>Tasks are computer-based and allow the student to interact within the simulated environment and explore the various components of the MP3 player. This is scaffolded with statements, but the amount of time for exploration is unrestricted.</td>
<td>Tasks are computer-based and allow the student to interact within the simulated environment. Some aspects are animated to show dynamic relationships among structures, mechanisms, and behaviors within systems. There is scaffolding and individualized coaching when necessary, until the student completes the task correctly. There is no time restriction as this is intended to be a learning experience.</td>
<td>Tasks are computer-based and allow the student and the computer agent to each manipulate three variables within the problem space and “chat” to collaborate on solving the problem. This unit has a time constraint of 15 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Context</td>
<td>Social processes (if relevant) resemble the social processes in an equivalent situation in reality.</td>
<td>The interaction with the problem space is done individually.</td>
<td>The task is completed individually.</td>
<td>The student interacts with a computer agent that simulates various scenarios and is scaffolded such that if the ‘correct’ response is not given, the agent provides multiple prompts to help direct the conversation. The student has to engage in social processes necessary to collaborate on completing the task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


<sup>9</sup> Based on the Grassland-Food Web example found in Ecosystems Try It on http://simscientists.org/MiniSite/index.html

The literature around critical thinking is extensive and has roots in both philosophy (with a focus on the qualities and characteristics of critical thinking, such as being inquisitive or open-minded) and psychology (with a focus on the behaviors or actions involved in thinking critically). For teaching, learning, and assessment purposes, identifying the behavioral outputs and markers along a learning progression is necessary, rather than focusing on the ideal qualities of a critical thinker. Critical thinking goes beyond acquiring and retaining information or having a set of thinking skills—it involves acting in novel situations to know what information to use and when to evaluate arguments, draw warranted conclusions, and make sound judgments (Halpern, 1998). The challenge with critical thinking, as with most complex skills, is the ability to transfer the (component) skills beyond the contexts of learning to novel situations (Willingham, 2007). Therefore, the tasks used to teach and assess critical thinking need to be true to this concept, and mirror, as much as possible, real-world thinking tasks and environments.

There are assessments of critical thinking, such as Educate INSIGHT Reasoning Skills assessment series for Grades 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12, which according to the developers “is specifically designed to measure the critical thinking skills” in analysis, evaluation, inference, induction, and deduction, as well as numeracy and quantitative reasoning (Insight Assessment, 2018). The questions are in a traditional multiple-choice format where students are asked to apply critical thinking skills to everyday topic areas. However, whether these items are able to assess and capture the complex nature of critical thinking skills, where students have to engage in the processes that are needed in real-life situations that are new and unpredictable, is a question. The format of the items may limit the capacity to measure both aspects of critical thinking, as well as its entirety (Soland, Hamilton, & Stetcher, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Scores are based on 4 questions: true/false (no partial credit); interactive (partial credit depending on number of steps taken to achieve goal); multiple choice (no partial credit); and constructed response (expert scoring required).</th>
<th>Immediate feedback is generated by the computer for response that can be automatically scored and gradual coaching is conducted as students are guided through multiple trials to respond appropriately to the task.</th>
<th>Scores are based on 24 multiple choice chat response items and are given a score ranging from 0-2 points.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product or performance mirrors real-life scenario; permits making valid inferences about the underlying construct; includes multiple indicators; and is available to others for review.</td>
<td>Criteria should be set and made explicit and transparent to learners beforehand. Criteria should be related to a realistic outcome.</td>
<td>Results are summarized on a single composite problem-solving scale that are divided into six levels of proficiency, which characterize student performance. These are not made explicit beforehand.</td>
<td>Algorithms assess the level of a student response and tailored feedback is provided. The system takes into account not only the responses but also interaction with the simulated system, such as time taken to respond, variables manipulated, and the order and number of trials run in the system. These indicators are used to assess student’s abilities. Automated scores and levels of coaching received are produced to report back to teacher and student to show what students know and are able to do. Example: “You have shown that you understand the role of producers but need to work on understanding the role of consumers.”</td>
<td>Scores for each item are aggregated to provide an overall scale for CPS competency. This overall proficiency score is then mapped onto a four-level proficiency scale based on progressions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The literature around critical thinking is extensive and has roots in both philosophy (with a focus on the qualities and characteristics of critical thinking, such as being inquisitive or open-minded) and psychology (with a focus on the behaviors or actions involved in thinking critically). For teaching, learning, and assessment purposes, identifying the behavioral outputs and markers along a learning progression is necessary, rather than focusing on the ideal qualities of a critical thinker. Critical thinking goes beyond acquiring and retaining information or having a set of thinking skills—it involves acting in novel situations to know what information to use and when to evaluate arguments, draw warranted conclusions, and make sound judgments (Halpern, 1998). The challenge with critical thinking, as with most complex skills, is the ability to transfer the (component) skills beyond the contexts of learning to novel situations (Willingham, 2007). Therefore, the tasks used to teach and assess critical thinking need to be true to this concept, and mirror, as much as possible, real-world thinking tasks and environments.

There are assessments of critical thinking, such as Educate INSIGHT Reasoning Skills assessment series for Grades 3-5, 6-8, and 9-12, which according to the developers “is specifically designed to measure the critical thinking skills” in analysis, evaluation, inference, induction, and deduction, as well as numeracy and quantitative reasoning (Insight Assessment, 2018). The questions are in a traditional multiple-choice format where students are asked to apply critical thinking skills to everyday topic areas. However, whether these items are able to assess and capture the complex nature of critical thinking skills, where students have to engage in the processes that are needed in real-life situations that are new and unpredictable, is a question. The format of the items may limit the capacity to measure both aspects of critical thinking, as well as its entirety (Soland, Hamilton, & Stetcher, 2013).
More recently, technology platforms have been used to assess critical thinking skills, which frequently occur within domain-specific knowledge, such as science. For example, SimScientists program, although not solely designed as an assessment tool, engages critical thinking processes. Embedded in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) environments, rich tasks take advantage of technology platforms to help students “reason with and about models of science systems” and develop and demonstrate inquiry skills. SimScientists computer-based modules are designed to selectively focus on integration of knowledge and application of science practices through a progression of tasks in authentic environments in which students are stimulated to explore, interrogate, and manipulate systems and cycles that are similar to those students may encounter in the real-world (Quellmalz, Buckley, Silberglitt, Loveland, & Brenner, 2016).

All tasks:

1) are based on integrated knowledge about dynamic relationships among structures, mechanisms, and behaviors within science systems;

2) incorporate authentic, problem-driven inquiry practices;

3) provide scaffolding through individualized feedback and customized coaching toward mastery of task;

4) metacognitive self-assessment and reflection; and

5) comprise simulations that offer multiple opportunities for students to interact with science systems and respond (Quellmalz, Timms, & Buckley, 2009).

One example is Grassland-Food Web (WestEd, 2015), which provides information about the food web in grassland areas. The series of screens have both animated and non-animated features that allow a student to explore the system. It also includes items that ask students to respond “yes” or “no” to statements, such as “Only producers serve as food for other organisms.” If answers are not correct, immediate feedback is provided in the form of “You have not identified the correct role of a producer in the ecosystem. Please try again.” Another incorrect response results in scaffolded statements, so that the student learns from mistakes and responds correctly. The student cannot move onto the next task item until all responses are correct. Other items include making a food web diagram by drawing arrows, which also includes scaffolds for those who need additional support, open-ended questions that allow the student to compare his answer to the master answer and self-reflect. Table 5 examines authenticity of this task.

Compared to problem solving and critical thinking, the research around collaboration—working together to achieve shared goals—is relatively new in terms of how it develops and its underlying processes. Much of the research has focused on the foundations of collaboration, such as forming joint goals and joint attention during social interactions via non-verbal and verbal communications (Tomasello & Hamann, 2012), monitoring one’s behavior during a joint task (Warneken, Graefenhain, & Tomasello, 2012), and a shift from perspective as member of a group to a group identity.

Despite a focus on collaboration in recent years, there are very few assessments, if any, that respond to the three challenges. Some assessments of collaboration assess the skills within complex skillsets such as collaborative problem solving. One example is the PISA 2015 Collaborative Problem Solving (CPS) assessment, which defines collaborative problem solving as “the capacity of an individual to effectively engage in a process whereby two or more agents attempt to solve a problem by sharing the understanding and effort required to come to a solution and pooling their knowledge, skills, and efforts to reach that solution” (OECD, 2017, p. 6).

One example unit is The Aquarium, which is examined in terms of the dimensions of authenticity (Table 5). Here, the student collaborates with a computer agent to find the optimal conditions for fish living in an aquarium by controlling variables within the simulated environment. In the first task, the student and the computer agent discuss how to solve the problem using pre-determined chat options. Then, through a series of five trials, the student and computer agent manipulate variables and determine which variables each can control, activate plans, and determine the best conditions for the fish to live in the aquarium. In the final task, the student and computer agent reflect on their collaborative work. Although the task resembles real-life situations in some aspects (e.g., the need to engage in social processes to solve a problem), much of the task does not mirror authentic scenarios. For example, the task items are a series of multiple choice questions. In fact, none of the task items requires the student to generate his or her own response, although it is possible to gain insight into the proficiency level of the student based on the response choices. In addition, the scoring of items based on credit, partial credit, and no
credit depending on the response is unrealistic in terms of the feedback received when collaborating in real-life tasks; however, the descriptions of the levels of proficiency that corresponds to the aggregated score provide clear standards and explanations that could be based on real-life situations.

Each of the three example assessments discussed above highlight different functions of assessment—and all through relatively “high-tech” environments for reasonably large-scale use. PISA 2012 Problem Solving and PISA 2015 Collaborative Problem-Solving assessments were designed to inform national education system accountability and benchmarking purposes, with little immediate benefit to the students who contributed the data. The SimScientists program stimulates development and learning in science environments through exploration of simulations, generating immediate learning outcomes for students. The online task platforms in each of the three tools are a move away from the traditional paper and pencil tests in capturing, at least in part, what students are able to do through interactions with others and within the task environments.

**Education functions as a socialization mechanism.** Consistent with Education For All, Education 2030 Agenda (UNESCO, 2015), and Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2016) initiatives, 21st century education also functions as an integration mechanism, with children from relatively diverse backgrounds learning together. Unlike the 20th century role played by educational assessment to decide on social status and placement, assessment is idealized as a mechanism to promote learning for all, regardless of social background, and to some degree regardless of inherent cognitive capacities. The socialization mechanism has enormous influence on learning goals. In this 21st century, when 20th century learning outcomes are perceived as less useful in the workforce, the stimulus for change has found its identity in calls for students to be creative, to be able to solve problems, to act autonomously as well as in groups, and to use and produce digital artefacts. These 'process' style outcomes are very different in nature to knowing historical facts, periodic tables, or writing highly literary prose and poetry.

**The role of learning progressions in assessment of 21CS**

A learning progression can be defined from an empirical standpoint in which evidence is derived from behaviors which are interpreted as “indicating” the skill and at a particular level of competence. Test items, or performance tasks, are drafted, which provide the opportunity for these indicative behaviors to be demonstrated by respondents. The items are located on a progress map (Masters & Forster, 1997) from less to more complex, or ‘difficult,’ which co-locate individuals along a continuum that represents different levels of learning and/or skill. This continuum, once associated with descriptions of skill at increasing levels of difficulty, is the learning progression.

According to Heritage (2008) a learning progression on reading can be developed in the following steps:

- Content experts define subcomponents of effective reading strategies;
- These subcomponents are then arranged hierarchically based on their developmental progression, as informed by the literature; ideally, the order of this hierarchy should imply a linear sequence of development in which one has to achieve mastery of a lower level before one can progress to subsequent levels;
- Markers for each subcomponent are identified and linked with a learning goal;
- Observations of these markers are used as evidence of a student’s location along the progression; and
- The markers are grouped into blocks to form a practical sequence for teaching and learning.

Notwithstanding the view that learning progressions constitute the most likely opportunity we have to describe gradual acquisition of complex skills, the realities of variations in patterns of acquisition mean that progressions aspired to for 21CS may need to be described in large, rather than small, grain size.

A more data-driven strategy incorporates the concepts discussed above with the measurement approaches espoused by item response theory (IRT). The first step is to define the construct to be measured as concretely and objectively as possible, and hypothesize increasing levels of complexity. Items are then drafted to target the behaviors across the hypothesized spectrum. For example, descriptors of numeracy subskills can include the
following in increasing level of skill: arranges collections of objects in terms of quantity, arranges numbers in order of size, counts forwards/backwards using whole numbers, and answers questions on quantity using numbers. Student response data from the items are then mathematically modeled to convert into continuous scales. The resulting item response model links the measured properties for both the individual and the task components. The consequence is that in addition to locating a person on a scale, the model allows the task components (or items) to be located on the same scale (e.g., Wilson et al., 2012). The rest of the process is conceptually driven; clusters of proximate items on the scale are interpreted by subject or skills experts. These drive the drafting of level descriptions to form a practical sequence for teaching and learning. The weakness of this approach is exactly the same as for all measurement—and concerns the degree to which the items actually target the skill of interest, and reflect its true acquisition pattern.

One thing to keep in mind is that learning progressions work best when the learning goal is well-understood and defined. How skills are defined depends on the researcher, theory, and purpose. A learning progression that covers multiple domains of learning can be problematic, as the sequencing within each domain becomes increasingly difficult to disentangle. For example, if items that populate a learning progression for mathematics include the need to comprehend the written word, the progression for mathematics becomes confounded by the skill progression of comprehension.

This challenge of developing a learning progression becomes more pronounced as the target skill increases in complexity. Related to the problem of multidimensionality in IRT, complex skills are less likely to conform to a measurement model that assumes a single latent trait. The IRT solution in this instance is to model a multidimensional measure where related latent traits are modelled separately (but still allowed to correlate if necessary). The consequence for the development of learning progressions is that a separate progression for each latent trait needs to be developed. For example, a latent construct such as collaborative problem solving can be modeled as being composed of cognitive and social dimensions (or even more dimensions, see Scoular, Care & Hesse, 2017), each with its own developmental progression. This means that there is considerable substantive research and development to be undertaken worldwide if nations are to be reasonably confident that they are talking about the same skills, and if they are to have reasonable expectations of student progress that relate to age and grade. This takes us to big questions: How long will it take to have the research base for learning progressions for multi-dimensional traits in 21CS? Do education systems need to wait for the research? Are there other ways to create measurement models? Can traditional criteria of validity and reliability be applied to 21CS or should they be relaxed or ignored?

Other assessment considerations

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES

There has been great interest in the facility offered by information and communication technologies to the world of assessment, and its affordances are very evident in the three examples outlined. Some of this interest is associated with economies of scale—through electronic capture of scannable forms or of input responses in online environments, and automated scoring. Some of the interest is due to the potential for more varied data capture, beyond correct and incorrect responses, to provision of information about individuals’ thought processes. Collection of information about what a student might have referred to in order to address task demands, or how long making some decisions took, might reveal valuable information about ability level and where support is needed. This is precisely the manner of information that is useful when evaluating an individual’s 21CS. As demonstrated through ATC21S, these technologies have also been useful in exploring the nature of these skills—the fine-grained data capture provides a wealth of information to help track how these skills develop, and how they manifest in different ways according to different situational requirements.

There is no doubt that the move to computer-based testing has enabled measurement of 21CS to a greater degree than might be possible in traditional paper and pencil modes. Of course, self-report measures that are often used for perceptions of resilience or self-efficacy and the like are equally amenable to both modes—these, however, do not capture skills, but merely beliefs about skills or characteristics. The variety of media that can be integrated into computer-based assessment in particular may provide a context of greater authenticity (Drasgow & Mattern, 2006) for stimulus and capture of these skills than traditional methods. Computer-based assessment is naturally well suited for those 21CS that require ICT—such as Digital Reading (OECD, 2011) and Learning in Digital Networks (Wilson, Scalise & Gochyev, 2018). Beyond the multimedia presentation of stimuli for tasks, computer-based assessment can provide for a variety of capture modes—apart from logfiles populated by mouse-clicks and drag and drop events, voice, eye movement, and chat can be recorded and used in automated scoring. These process data
offer rich information that can be analyzed to identify specific behaviours that can be linked with cognitive processes (e.g., Adams, Vista, Awwal, Scoular, Griffin, & Care, 2015; Shute & Becker, 2010). For example, the sequence of action and chat between two individuals collaborating online can provide information about collaboration dynamics including perspective taking, negotiation, and conflict resolution. Similarly, time elapsed between actions or interactions, and different sequences of actions, can be analyzed against outcome data for different parts of a task, to determine patterns that predict different performance levels. What is learned from patterns such as these is a deeper understanding of the complex cognitive or social processes approaches taken by students as they engage with tasks (Vista, Awwal, & Care, 2016; Vista, Care, & Awwal, 2017).

**CULTURAL FACTORS IN MEASUREMENT OF 21CS**

The diversity and complexity of skills that fall under the 21CS umbrella mean that consideration of cross-cultural differences is an imperative. It is largely accepted that learning domains such as numeracy and literacy (at least for many languages that rely on the Roman alphabet) are comparatively robust to cultural differences, or at least are assessed in a way that minimizes cultural and linguistic effects. Recognition of this is signaled by the current efforts of UNESCO’s Global Alliance for Monitoring Learning\(^{11}\) to respond to the Sustainable Development Goal 4.1 to generate a universal scale for each of these two constructs. For cognitive skills such as problem solving and critical thinking, it may be reasonable to assume that despite cultural differences, the cognitive processes contributing to these skills will be reasonably similar. For 21CS that rest more on interpersonal and intrapersonal characteristics, cultural differences will be of more concern in the context of aspirations toward universal learning progressions. For example, there is a large literature on Asian versus Western views of working and learning, often seen as cooperative versus individualistic approaches (e.g., Hofstede, 1986). There are also major differences within these two main views reflecting different cultures within regions (e.g., Liem, Nair, Bernardo, & Prasetya, 2008). We cannot therefore assume cultural uniformity of 21CS; empirical studies are needed as a foundation.

Domain-general skills, such as transversal competencies (Asia-Pacific Education Research Institutes Network, 2013) and global citizenship, are starting to be incorporated in major international large-scale assessments. However, for the latter, there are different approaches, some of which center around national versus global citizenship conceptualizations. This is summarized in Care and Beswick (2016): “The cultural neutrality claimed as characteristic of large-scale assessments does not obviate the fact that although there may be sufficient commonality between countries to measure the same construct, that construct will have different valence in each country by virtue of its unique cultural perspective and how this permeates its education system” (p. 943). Others focus just on some aspects of constructs - for example the PISA 2018 assessment of global competency (OECD, 2016) mainly samples its knowledge component and some self-report on attitudes, as opposed to the skills component.

From a different but complementary perspective, if the focus of assessment is for learning (i.e., formative or informing learning; Black & Wiliam, 2009), and the main goal at the systems level is education for all, then local contexts matter more than cross-national comparability in educational assessments. The extent to which cultural differences affect the measurement approach or bias the results depends on the construct being measured. There is robust evidence of cross-cultural differences, but also similarities, in studies of values for example (Sverko, 2006), and in implications of formative assessment practices for teacher-student dynamics (Cagasan, Care, Robertson & Luo, in press). Some 21CS are not just transversal in terms of learning domain but also in terms of geography, while other skills are very much affected by cultural contexts (e.g., communication skills and global citizenship).

The recommended assessment strategies and examples of tools and programs indicate what is possible in the realm of assessment of 21CS. Some of the technical challenges are outlined in the next section.

**COUNTRY MODELS AND EXAMPLES**

Taking the perspective that change in education goals must take shape through alignment of curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment, we explore the cases of three countries that are in the process of re-aligning their goals within their local system. As will be seen, the primary route taken to initiate the shift in learning goals is through curriculum reform, but approaches to assessment aligned with the new learning goals have also been noteworthy. Alignment is a criterion for a fully functional system, not only across the curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment triad, but also of assessment across classroom, examination, and national assessment levels.

\(^{11}\)http://gaml.unesco.org/
The case of the Philippines

The Republic of the Philippines' Department of Education (DepEd) initiated a major reform in 2013; this included structural reforms through adding years of schooling to the basic education sector, curriculum revision, formulation of an assessment framework, and focus on 21CS. However, the main effort in implementing “K to 12” has been on the curricular changes, with attention on the new mother tongue-based multi-lingual education delivery in the elementary years, the 'spiral' science approach in the junior secondary, and extension of the basic education system to Years 11 and 12. Although aspirations for nurturing “the holistically developed Filipino” (Okabe, 2013), who will have 21CS and who will be prepared for further education and employment are highly visible in formal DepEd communications, or ‘memos’ (Department of Education, 2015, 2016, 2017), the mechanisms for implementation of this set of new learning goals is not yet well-developed. What has been explored, however, is how to assess these skills—notably at the national level.

DepEd Order No. 8 (2015) defines classroom assessment as “an ongoing process of identifying, gathering, organizing, and interpreting quantitative and qualitative information about what learners know and can do” (p. 1). Specifically, the purposes of classroom assessment are:

a. "To keep track of learners’ progress in relation to learning standards and in the development of 21st century skills:

b. To promote self-reflection and personal accountability among students about their own learning;

c. To provide bases for the profiling of student performance on the learning competencies and standards of the curriculum."

The identification of 21CS as a priority highlights the ambitions of DepEd for its students. Similarly, the first statement of purpose for the national assessments (Department of Education, 2016) is: “Assessment is the process of measuring learners’ progress in the attainment of learning standards and 21st century skills” (DepEd Order No. 55). DepEd Order No. 29 (2017) for system assessment, identifies the 21CS areas of global citizenship/civics education, through the regional large-scale assessment program, South East Asia Primary Learning Metrics; and global competence through OECD’s PISA 2018 cycle. For the country's National Achievement Test, 21CS are again identified for its implementation at the end of Grade 6, 10, and 12: “This assessment covers core 21st century skills and the core...learning areas of Languages, Humanities, Communication, Mathematics, Science, Social Science, and Philosophy” (p. 16).

Notwithstanding the explicit focus on 21CS assessment outlined in formal orders, and identification of 21CS in curricular goals, there is little evidence that these competencies are prioritized in classroom practice. Although a great deal of high standard technical work has been committed to assessment of 21CS within content domains by DepEd’s Bureau of Educational Assessment (BEA), it is not clear that this commitment has been paralleled by focus on 21CS by the Bureau of Curriculum Delivery, nor by ensuring that teachers are well-versed in the nature of these skills and how they might be enhanced or taught in the classroom. BEA completed a full audit of curriculum in certain subjects at selected grade levels in order to identify the opportunities for learning, teaching, and demonstration of 21CS. Following this, using a template approach to drafting test items, the unit finalized a set of items in which the same indicators of skills were elicited across three subjects, in order to build a robust multi-disciplinary assessment approach. These items were piloted and trialed, and are now included in the national achievement tests.

In order to roll out education reform, curriculum re-writing is just one step. Training teachers to focus on the new goals of the education system, and on understanding and application, rather than content coverage, is another. This poses a very real issue in classrooms where traditional instruction predominates with pedagogical practices focused on subject matter and structure. To equip students to responding to the non-routine, constructivist pedagogical practices which include emphasis on learning processes and discovery (Zuzovsky, 2013), need to be integrated within classroom teaching and learning. Associated with these pedagogies, “informal” formative assessment practices which reflect unstructured but responsive and dynamic teaching are best designed to stimulate development of 21CS. The reality is that many Philippine classrooms follow a common and relatively inflexible classroom structure (Griffin, Cagasan, Care, Vista, & Nava, 2016). This has not changed, as would be consistent with the K to 12 education reform learning goals.
The case of Australia

In the Australian curriculum, an emphasis on 21CS is reflected in the ‘General Capabilities’ (Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2013). There are seven of these: Literacy, Numeracy, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Capability, Critical and Creative Thinking, Personal and Social Capability, Ethical Understanding, and Intercultural Understanding (ACARA, 2013). They act as the realization of goals set out by the Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (2008) “that all young people in Australia should be supported to become successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens.” ACARA outlines two approaches to the integration of the general capabilities in teaching and learning. First, within learning area content descriptions, applications of specific general capabilities are provided (Figure 5). Second, ‘learning continua’ have been developed and are available, which describe the relevant knowledge, skills, behaviors, and dispositions at particular points of schooling for each of the capabilities. The Australian system provides robust and comprehensive resources for integrating the capabilities with the key learning areas of the curriculum.

Figure 5. Example of clickable guidelines and resources for integration of general capabilities within key learning areas of the Australian curriculum
Teachers are expected to teach these “General Capabilities” within their subject specializations, but how each state supports teachers to do so varies. For example, the State of Victoria’s Department of Education and Training funds the provision of professional development opportunities for teachers to enhance their understanding on how to teach the general capabilities, through the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority. The training is currently offered for critical and creative thinking, ethical capability, and personal and social capability through online professional learning sessions, face-to-face workshops, conference days, and on-demand sessions at school the level. However, there are major differences in the extent to which schools access these services.

In terms of teaching and learning approaches, the State of Victoria expects each school to nominate how it will approach integration of the four general capabilities prioritized in the Victorian variant of the national curriculum (Critical and Creative Thinking, Personal and Social Capability, Ethical Understanding, and Intercultural Understanding). Schools are formally required to note that they are complying with the policy, and must report explicitly to parents on the general capabilities every two years. Schools may opt to integrate the capabilities within current key learning domains, offer electives sampling them, or include them in “experience” units. Some schools have taken the path of identifying flagship subjects to highlight particular capabilities. For example, Melbourne High School, a selective-intake senior secondary state school in inner Melbourne, has taken a specific curricular approach to developing the capabilities. The school has designed a philosophy unit that takes Critical and Creative Thinking and Ethical Understanding as cornerstones—an approach designed not only to enhance the capabilities, but also to promote philosophy as a learning domain. Additionally, all subject teachers are required to identify how they are integrating the general capabilities within their subjects. Melbourne High School leadership sees its approach as providing an opportunity to diversify the school’s reputation from its very high achieving “academic” character to a more humanist identity.

In terms of assessment, there is variation across states but little clear guidance. The State of New South Wales’ Department of Education, for example, provides an article which identifies the SOLO Taxonomy (Biggs & Collis, 1982) and its five levels of increasing complexity in learning outcomes as a useful approach. The degree to which this can usefully be applied to capabilities such as Intercultural Understanding or Personal and Social Capability is not clear. West Australia’s School Curriculum and Standards Authority states that teachers are expected to teach and assess general capabilities to the extent that they are incorporated into the key learning areas, but the templates provided for assessment of these areas are not similarly provided for the general capabilities.

The case of Kenya
Consistent with a shift in education globally toward quality education and development of skills in young people, the Kenyan Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MOEST) initiated a major reform in 2014. This constituted an effort to address issues of access, quality, relevance, and equity as identified by the Constitution of Kenya and Kenya Vision 2030 (Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, 2015). The Second Medium Term Plan of Kenya Vision 2030 prioritized curriculum reform toward a competency-based curriculum to equip all learners with the 21st century competencies and qualifications that can promote national values and inspire individual innovation and life-long learning. The curriculum reform vision is “to enable every Kenyan to become an engaged, empowered, and ethical citizen. This will be achieved by providing every Kenyan learner with world class standards in the skills and knowledge that they deserve, and which they need in order to thrive in the 21st century. This shall be accomplished through the provision of excellent teaching, school environments and resources...pedagogical tools...” (Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development [KICD], 2017, p. 10). In order to achieve this vision and to “nurture every learner’s potential,” the new curriculum is based on values and theoretical perspectives on learning and development to identify seven core competencies that every learner in basic education can achieve. These core competencies are embedded in subject areas such as English, mathematics, science and technology, and include:

- Communication and collaboration
- Self-efficacy
- Critical thinking and problem solving
- Creativity and imagination
- Citizenship

• Digital literacy
• Learning to learn

Furthermore, specific learning outcomes are identified for each education level. For example, by the end of middle school (upper primary—Grades 4–6—and lower secondary—Grades 7–9), learners should be able to communicate effectively to different audiences; demonstrate social skills, and spiritual and moral values for peaceful co-existence; and apply digital literacy skills appropriately for communication and learning. Curriculum designs are in the process of being created, and are intended to facilitate the implementation of the competency-based curriculum by providing guidance to teachers. For each grade level, strands (subject topic area), sub-strands, specific learning outcomes for the strand, suggested learning experiences, and key inquiry questions are identified. In addition, core competencies, values, suggested activities and assessment formats (e.g., observation, oral questions), and assessment rubrics are identified. However, most guidance remains around the teaching and assessment of subject areas, rather than a specific focus on the core competencies.

Although the curriculum is the current focus, establishing new pedagogical approaches to implement a competency-based curriculum and institutionalize formative assessment at all levels of basic education are considered part of the reform process. Now that the curriculum designs have been completed for pre-primary and lower primary, the MOEST is focusing on implementation and assessment of the new curriculum. There is acknowledgement that learning should be experiential, with an inquiry based approach, and that learners should engage in non-formal and informal activities to acquire core competencies and translate learning experiences into real life situations through age-appropriate projects and action research. However, it is not yet clear what these teaching approaches and strategies might look like in the classroom. Similarly, beyond the recognition that “too much focus on summative assessment should be avoided” and “a range of assessment focuses on the development of student learning outcomes, cross-curricular competencies, and literacy and numeracy should be adopted” (KICD, 2017, p. 26), there is little guidance on what assessments that are aligned with the new competency-based curriculum should entail. There are plans to redesign assessment to ensure that it is used as a tool for learning as well as for gathering information on whether learning outcomes have been achieved. Some suggestions include observational checklists to indicate mastery, homework, rubrics, anecdotal notes, and performance indicators. MOEST will be working to incorporate these suggestions into the current grading system, which relies on percentages, and cut off points that indicate competency level (e.g., competent, fairly competent, not yet competent), rather than on descriptive learning progressions that would identify behavioral indicators to inform more grounded understanding of student progress.

In each of these countries, we see a common approach of embedding skills in subject matter or key learning areas. There are stark differences across the countries in the amount of resources and guidance given. None of the countries provide explanations of why particular pedagogical approaches should be adopted. The Philippines is the stand-out case for assessment by virtue of its work in integrating 21CS into its national achievement tests, although this is not paralleled in classroom practice. These countries, which are in the forefront of a global shift to accommodate new learning goals, provide a picture of the complexity and the decisions that this shift denotes. All three countries reveal that reform begins with policies and proclamations with high aspirations but few details, limited resources, and little teacher training.

All of the characteristics outlined in Table 6 can be seen in some classrooms in these three countries, and probably in most countries around the world. The key issue for education systems adopting 21CS is the variable distribution of these practices across classrooms.

**Table 6. Mainstream characteristics of 20th and 21st century assessments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of 20th century assessments</th>
<th>Characteristics of 21st century assessments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject-based, often a narrow focus on mathematics, reading, and science</td>
<td>Skills- or competency-based, including cross-disciplinary skills such as communication, collaboration, and problem solving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

13 https://kicd.ac.ke/curriculum-reform/curriculum-design
Questions are mostly multiple choice, and have one correct answer | Multiple types of questions, including open-ended and observation of behaviors; process is as important as outcome
---|---
Students all answer the same questions on tests | Students take subsets of a test (adaptive testing) and still be located on the same scale
Paper and pencil tests | Diverse presentation of tests and test items through games and complex tasks in a digital environment
Primarily measures knowledge | Measures a wide range of human competencies
Use analytical approaches based on classical test theory | Use modern analysis techniques, such as item response theory and structural equation modeling
Can be based on decades of research on how skills progress in domains such as reading and mathematics | Currently limited research on how skills progress

**CONCLUSION**

The noticeable shift in educational goals toward equipping students with a broad range of skills is being recognized through education and curricular reform efforts. However, the shift in educational goals has not yet translated into practice, and countries are struggling with how to fully implement a 21CS agenda that focuses on teaching and assessment that is aligned with the changing goals. This paper described the shift at the global level, and provided examples of how countries—unlike in terms of geographic regions, educational achievement (as measured by international large-scale assessments), and economic productivity—demonstrate remarkably similar curricular structures and learning goals.

In addition, this paper examined the educational shift toward a focus on 21CS and discussed the overarching challenge of aligning the components of the education system—namely, curriculum, assessment, and pedagogy—in light of this shift. Specifically, we identified what is necessary to incorporate a 21CS agenda within national education systems, which emphasizes the need for alignment of education’s three delivery systems of curriculum, pedagogy, and assessment, as well as the critical issue of having deep knowledge of the learning goals, especially when those goals are new. Within this context, three challenges to incorporating a 21CS agenda were highlighted.

**Challenge 1: Understanding the nature of 21CS**

Although there is research regarding the subskills relating to 21CS, there is a lack of knowledge and understanding of the developmental nature of these critical skills in the new learning goals. Three 21CS—collaboration, critical thinking, and problem solving—are described in terms of their components and processes. However, the interrelations among subskills and their developmental trajectories are unclear. This poses questions about how to differentiate between levels of skill development, and therefore, has implications for how to teach and assess these skills.

**Challenge 2: Developing learning progressions of 21CS**

Several possible approaches to this differentiating level of skills are described, one of which constitutes the use of learning progressions—pathways to acquisition and development of skills. These descriptions of how students typically achieve mastery of a particular learning domain—from basic to more sophisticated levels—form the foundation for aligning teaching and learning with the goals and standards in the curriculum. Although learning progressions are available for traditional learning domains, such as mathematics and science, a reasonable sequence of learning 21CS does not exist.

**Challenge 3: Designing appropriate and authentic assessment of 21CS**

For 21CS, the issue is the degree to which traditional forms of assessment can capture and report on students’ proficiencies. One way to approach this challenge is to examine the authenticity of assessment tasks. It is clear that
with the examples presented and analyzed using Gulikers et al.’s (2004) framework, there is a strong degree of authenticity—the tasks are administered within the artificial environment of assessment itself, rather than reflecting student efforts to complete the real-life tasks that these assessment tasks attempt to emulate.

Re-aligning the system: Examples of country reform efforts
Finally, the reform efforts of three countries—the Philippines, Australia, and Kenya—are described to demonstrate some of the accomplishments and challenges of implementing a learning goal shift. The similarities in learning aspirations of education systems globally is a promising sign that educators agree about the need for a new look at what is most valued in terms of student learning outcomes. These similarities signal the likelihood of major efforts to surmount some of the challenges identified in this paper. Although we have focused on assessment, it is essential to understand that concurrent review of pedagogical strategies—and methods of integration of skills into the curriculum—must occur for systems to experience success in early reform efforts.
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